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CALCULATED H-ATOM POSITIONS IN MICAS AND CLAY MINERALS
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AssrRAsr

The Static Structure-Energy Minimization (SSEI/D technique was used to calculate the H-atom positions in phlogopite,
clinochlore, kaolinite, margarite, muscovite and dickite using four interaction terms: Coulombic inleraction, repulsion, covalency
and polarization. Interaction within the OH groups was calculated using a Morse potential. Two steps were taken to locate the
H-atom position(s): (1) relaxing the H positions from those ofthe hydroxyl O-atoms with symmetry constraints, and (2) relaxing
the H positions obtained in step (1) without symmetry constraints for the H atoms only. Phlogopite, clinochlore and kaolinite give
results that agree well with the neufon-diffraction values. The split-site model of margarite was successfully reproduced. ln
muscovite, two H-atom positions are predicted, represented with a split H-aton model in space group Alc. For dickite, six
H-positions are predicted rather than the four that are observed by ditFraction. This result helps explain the apparent disagreement
between the diffraction experiment that located four unique H-atom positions, and the IR experiments that suggest six
OH-stretching bands.

Keywords: Static Structure-Energy Minimization, H-atom positions, micas, clays, chlorite.

SoMr{erne

Nous nous solrmes servis de la rcchnique de minimisation de l'6nergie statique de la structure pour calculer la position des
atomes d'hydrogdne dans la phlogopite, le clilocblore, la kaolinite, la margarite, la muscovite et la dickite au moyen de quatre
termes d'interaction: interaction coulombique, r€pulsion, covalence et polarisation. L'interaction au sein des groupes OH a 6t6
calcul6e en utilisant le potentiel de Morse. Nous avons adopt6 deux moyens pour localiser les atomes d'hydrogdne: (l) relachement
des atomes H des positions impos6es par les contraintes de symdrie des groupes hydroxyle, et (2) relachement des positions H
obtenues dans l'6tape (1) sans contraintes de sym6trie des seuls atomes H. Dans le cas de pblogopite, clinochlore et kaolinite, les
r6sultats concordent bien avec les valeurs obtenues par diffraction neutronique. Le moddle d'un site partag6 pour le cas de la
margarite a 6t6 reproduit correctement. Dans la muscovite, deux atomes H sont localis6s, et representds par un modble d sites
partages dans le groupe spaaal C2lc. Pour la dickite, six atomes H sont prddis plut6t que les quatre qui sont connus par obser-
vations en diffraction. Ce r6sultat aide d comprendre la diff6rence apparent€ entre les rdsultats de diffraction, qui localisent quatre
.1195 uniques des atomes H, et les r6sultats obtenus par spectroscopie infra-rouge, qui indiquent six bandes d'6tirement du
couple OH.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mot-cl4s: minimisation de 1'6nergie statique de la strucnre, position des atomes H, micas, argiles, chlorite.

IxrnorucnoN

Experimental determination of H-atom positions in
the crystal structures of clay minqals can be very diffi-
cult because the H-atom is not a strong scatterer of X-
rays nor a coherent scatlerer of neutrons. Hydrogen has
one electron, making its X-ray scattering power very
weak. Moreover, high-quality crystals (free of deforma-
tion and stacking disorder) are needed in order to reli-

ably determine H-atom positions. However, this crite-
rion is very rarely satisfied: stacking disorder is very
common in clay minerals @rindley 1980), making the
detection of H-atoms even more dfficult. Neutron dif-
fraction may offer a solution to the problem (as shown
by examples cited later). However, H has strong inco-
herent scattering from the two possible nuclear spin-
states of lH ryon Dreele 1989). Consequently, high
signal-to-noise ratio may be difficult to obtain because
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ofthe exceptionally high contribution from the incoher-
ent background. Thereforeo it is often necessary to use
theoretical calculations to assist in locatiag H-atom po-
sitions in clay minerals.

Unlike clay minerals, micas often occurin large crys-
tals, which make detailed single-crystal structure stud-
ies possible. Hydrogen-atom positions in several mica
mherals have been determined experimentally using
single-crystal neutron diffraction. Reproducing these H-
atom positions using computer simulation [the Static
Structure-Energy Minimization (SSEM) techniquel will
be a usefi.rl check on the accuracy of analogous calcula-
tions of H-atom positions in clay minerals.

Pnsuous Wom

Calculation of H-atom positions or G-H orientations
in phyllosilicates began in the early 1970s. The ionic
model was used, and only the Coulombic (electrostatic)
energy was calculated with respect to G-H orientation
in the structure (Giese 197 I ). The approach was applied
to numerous dioctahedral and rioctahedral phyllo-
silicates to determine their O-H orientations (Giese
1979, 1.984). This early work was not concerned with
O-H distance, and the calculation of total energy wls
limited to one unit-cell. The method was further devel-
oped by Abbott er al. (1989) and Abbott (1992, 1994),
who also considered Bom repulsion and used energy-
minimization techniques.

Developed in parallel is the SSEM method (Catlow
& Price 1990) for periodically repeating structures,
which has been used to calculate H-atom positions in
kaolinite (Collins & Catlow 1991) and, with minor
modification, the complete structures of micas (Collins
& Catlow 1992).T\e agreement of the calculated struc-
tures and physical properties to the observed values in-
dicates that the interaction model used in the calculation
(including "electrostatic", repulsion, polarization and
bond-bending terms) is applicable in general to micas
and clay minerals. Here, we use the SSEM method to
calculate the H-atom positions in micas and clay miner-
als. All H-atom positions in a structure are considered
simultaneously by fixing the rest of the structures (unit-
cell dimensions, and atomic coordinates of non-H
atoms) at the values determined by single-crystal X-ray-
diffraction experiments.

Trn CelcularroN

Most models used in SSEM calculations usually in-
volve two types of atom interactions: a Coulombic at-
traction and a Born-type repulsion (Born & Huang
1954). The Coulombic attraction has the form

in which qi and qj are the formal charges of the atoms,
and ri1 is the interatomic distance. For repulsion, the
Born-fype potential @orn & Huang 1954) is usually
used:

IJo = \ ,exp(- - t1  o\n y pI '  \- t

where )r1i and p;i are atom-pair parameters, which are
usually determined empirically (Kunz & Armbruster
1992) or semi-empirically @ost & Burnham 1986). A
slightly different form of the repulsive interaction, the
Buckingham potential, is also in co[rmon use:

r-
Un = \r exp(-+) " Ct rtr" B)Py \'

The extra coefficient, C;1, is atom-pair specific and is
determined as are )t1.i and prj.

For silicate minerals, extensive work has shown that
it is necessary to include terms involving bond-bending
and polarization in order to reproduce accurately both
crystal structure and physical properties (Sanders er aL
1984). The bond-bending interaction is approximated
by the harrnonic potential function

ua = ke (0r- oo)t (4)

in which frs is a constant for SiO+ and AIO+ tetrahedra,
and (0i - 0s) is the difference between the O-(Si,AIFO
angle in the structure and the ideal G-(Si,Al)-O angle
of 109.47". Polarization can be modeled with the core-
shell model of Dick & Overhauser (1958):

Uo = ko d2 (5)

where ko is an atom-specific constant and d is the core-
shell separation.

With this model potential, atomic positions can be
calculated with an accuracy of l-j%a for simple ordered
structures @urton & Catlow 1990). In more complicated
structureso the differences tend to be larger than 5Vo.
Determining how reliable such a model is in predicting
H-atom positions in micas and clay minerals is one of
the objectives of the present study.

The SSEM program used in the present work is
lIzMlN (Busing 1981). A subroutine, THRBD, was
added to the original program to include three-body and
polarization terms (see equations 4 a:rd 5), tailored for
silicate structures.

There are two stages in determining the H-atom po-
sitions: (1) Iocation of the H-atom position(s) (presumed
nnknown) in the vicinity ofthe corresponding hydroxyl
O-atom(s). Unit-cell dimensions and non-H atom

u"=ff (r)
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positions are all fixed at the experimentally determined
values. Space-group symmetry of the crystal (deter-
mined experimentally), based on the arrangement of the
non-H atoms, is usedo such that H-atom(s) conform to
this symmstry; (2) relaxation of the space-group sym-
metry of the H-atom position(s) located in stage (l) to
Pl, with the unit-cell dimensions and the non-H atom
positions still fixed at the experimental values. Possible
deviation of the H-atom positions from the syrnmetry
of the non-H atoms will be detecled at this srage (see
later discussions on individual species).

The polentials used in the SSEM calculations include
Coulombic interactions, repulsion, covalency and po-
larization (of the forms in equations I to 5). For the in-
teraction between O and H of the OH groups, a Morse
potential was used (Saul er al.1985), ofthe form

Vou = D" {1 -  exp[-  F(r -  r , ) ] ] t  (6)

in which D" is the OH bond-energy, p is a parameter to
be determined, and r and r" are the observed and ideal
O-H distanceso respectively. Parameters used in these
potentials are given in Table l. In the SSEM calcula-
tion, six cycles of Rosenbrock search was used to re-
duce fhe probabiliry of the minimization falling into a
1o"u1 6ifi.mrrm. The search was then switched to New-
ton's method to speed up convergence.

AI-Si disorder
The micas and clay minerals selected for this study

All of the minerals considered here contain signifi- have near-end-member chemical compositions and have
cantAI-Sidisorderatthetefahedrallvcoordinatedsites H-atom positions determined by neutron diffraction.

These minerals can be divided into the following
groups:

rABLEl.porENrrALpARAMErERsusEDrNrrrEsrRUc*TREENERG* ,^ 
(l) MiTl{s with non-split H-atoms: phlogopite

cArrurnrroN (Rayner 1974), clinochlore (Joswig et al. 1980) and

D" (kc€l,hoD r.1A; p (A)

kaolinite (Bish 1993);
(2) Minerals with split H-atom positions: margarite

(Joswig er al.1983);
(3) Minerals with uncertain H-atom positions: mus-

covite (Rothbauer l97l), dickite (Bish & Johnston
1993).

All minerals were assumed to be of end-member
chemical composition in the calculations.

Phlogopite, clinochlore and kaolinite

H-atom positions were calculated with the symme-
try constraints C2lm, CI and Cl for phlogopite,
clinochlore and kaolinite, respectively, and are given in
Table 2. H-atom positions calculated with symmetry
relaxed to Pl are given in Table 3.

Phlogopite has only 6ns unique H-atom position in
the average C2/mstuctltre. The calculation reproduces
the H-atom position determined by neutron diffraction
(Table 3) within 2o (o: standard deviat ion). ln

Ho6_Ol6

in their structures. There is no way in which any ener-
getic calculation can be done correctly on such a crys-
tal. Either one approximates the crystal by a cluster or
one assumes translational symmetry. In the frst case,
the calculation is done on an ordered arrangemento and
there is no approximation with regard to site popula-
tions. However, the calculation can be affected by the
size of the cluster and by the medium-range structure,
which is usually not known. Moreover, the cluster does
not experience the field ofthe crystal. In the second case,
the calculation is done for the whole crystal (rather than
a small cluster) via incorporatron of translational sym-
metry, but some averaging of the real structure must
occw, and the calculation must have some way of in-
corporating "composite atoms". It is also possible to
combine these two approaches by embedding a large
cluster in a "crystal", generally by using a unit cell that
is a multiple of the true "averug€' unit cell.

Both of these approaches have been used for silicate
minerals with reasonable success. Abbott (1991, 1994)
has used the cluster method to examine the H environ-
ment in amphibole and muscovite. Abbott et al. (1989)
and Winkler et al. (1991) have used translational-sym-
metry methods with averaged atom parameten for struc-
ture-energy calculations. Both approaches have
produced usefirl results. Here, we use translational sym-
metry and appropriate values of fracfional charge for
Al-Si disorder.

Rnsulrs AND DrscussroN
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clinochlore, the differences range from 0 to 34o, with
an average of l0o. Such differences may be attributed
to the fact that the calculation assumed ideal chemical
compositiono whereas the mineral used for the neutron-
diffraction study has a chemical composition off ideal
(Joswig et aI. l98O). Nevertheless, even the largest dif-
ference (the .r coordinate of H2 with A = -{.017) repre-
sents only a difference of 0.09 A. Comparison of the
calculated and the observed coordinates for kaolinite is
more diffrcull as the standard deviations of the observed
coordinates, determined by powder neutron-diffraction,
vary from 0.0001 to 0.006 (a factor of 60). It should be
noted that (1) the calculated coordinates with the great-
est differences correspond to the experirnentally deter-
mined coordinates with the largest standard deviations;
(2) the coordinates determined to higher precision (with
standard deviations of 0.0002) all agree with the calcu-

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF CAITCLILATED (FIRST ROW) AND
E)eERTMENTAL (SECOND ROW) H-PC'SnONS IN

PHIOGOPITE. CLINOCHLORE AND KAOLINITE WTTH
SYMMETRY CONSTRAINIS

lated values to the third decimal place, the accuracy of
the SSEM method.

After SSEM calculation with the symmetry relaxed
to Pl, the H-atom positions sltained for each of fhe
tlree minerals (Iable 3) retain the corresponrling sym-
metry of the non-H atom configuration. There is exten-
sive evidence (Farmer & Russel 1964, Rayner 1974,
Joswig et al. 1980, Johnston et al. 1990, Hess &
Saunders 1992, Bish 1993) that H atoms in these rniner-
als do obey the symmetry of the non-H atoms. Such a
result suggests that the SSEM procedure is a good test
of the presence of specific elements of symmetry in the
arrangement of H atoms in micas and clay minerals.

Muscovite

There is reasonable agreement between the calcu-
lated and experimentally determined H-atom positions

TABLE 3. H-ATOM POSmONS IN PHITOGOPITE. CUNOCHLORE AND
KAOIINITE PROJECTED BACK INTO THE ASYMMETRIC TINITS AFTER

SSEM TXTTIIOUT SYMMETRY CONSTRAINTS

Symetryopqariotr x y z

Pblogopiter KMgr(AISi)O,o(OHl

0.0981 0.@00 0.3050 0.0000
0.0@0
0.0000
0.0000

0.3035
0.3035
0.303s
0.3035

o.ow2(40) 0.0000
i 00r 1 -4.0031

Hll x, y, z

H12 r,y,-z

Hl3 t/2+x, t/2+!, z

Hl4 t/-r, VL+Y, n

lt4sq

0.0976
0.0976
0.0n6
0.0972

Clinochlore** Mgr2(SLOt(OItr6
0.0975 0.0000 0.3035

HI 0.7129
o.7l3e(s)

a -0.0010

0.3418
0.3339(3)
0.0079

0.0131
0.00s4(3)
0.0076

0.3325
0.33s3(3)

4.@27

0.15t5
0. l s94(3)

A

II3

A

H4

0.1023
0.1 193(s)

-{.0170

o.1406
0. l30l(s)
0.0105

0.6184
0.6i43(5)

0.3632
0363z\2)
0.@0

0.3627
0.3629Q)

-o.0@2

0.3625
0.3635(2)

0.7134
0.7t29
0.7139(5)

0 . I@t
0.to23
0.1 r93(5)

0.t420
0.t446
0.1303(5)

o.61'.11

0.1405 Dstmined with symsry 0.0981 0 0.3050

013s913) Expqimedal' 0.O9g2(40) 0 03081(15)

0.0006 Clinmhlore

0.3418 0.1420
0.3418 0.1405

0.3339(3) 0.1399(3)

0.0143 0.3616
0.0131 0.3632
0.0054(3) 03632(2)

0.3326 0.3610
0.33 0.3627
0.3353(3) 0.3629(2)

Ht Allt
Detmined with symetry
Experinotal* *

rD A.ur
Dstmined with Eymotry
Expednmtal**

II3 AIT
Detmioed witb symetry
Expqimotal**

H4 Allr 0.1577

Detmined with svmetry 0.6184 0 1585 0-3625

Expqimmral** 0.6'143(5) 0.1594(3) 0.3635(2)

Kditrit€

I(rclinite**t AlrSirOr(OII)4

A

r12

A

II:}

0.152
0.145(3)
0.007

0.063
0.063(3)
0.000

0.u20
0.036(3)

-{.016

0.575
0.534(3)
0.041

0.0624
0.06s 1(1)

4.0027

0. t681
0. r638(1)
0.0043

0 .5111
0.5057(2)
0_0054

0.3201
0.3t54(2'
0.0047

o.337
M2q6)
0.01I

0.736
0.73e(r)

-0.003

0.731
0.734r)

-{.001

0.736
0.72E(r)
0.00E

0.155
o.152
0.145(3)

0.062
0.063
0.063(3)

0.020
o.020
0.03q3)

0.5'17

0.0648
0.c6.24
o.06sr(1)

0.1683
0. l6Et
0.r638(D

o.344
0.337
o.326(2)

0.7&
0.t36
0.739(l)

Ht Alll
Dstmined with stmstry
Fwiftgtal**r

ID AIII
Detmircd with symstry
E4€dEedsl***

rB AIT
Detqnircd with symetry
ExFqim€f,tal* * *

H4 AIT

0.5096 0.735
0.5111 0.731
o.so57(2) 0.r34r)

0.3rt0 0.739
0.3201 0.736
0.3154{2) 0.728(1)

A

H4

* obwed H-position t tm from REyner (19t3);
*a obscvd H-position takm from Joffiig et ql. (l9t0r;
*{* obwed H-positiom talo fron Bish (1993).

Deomined with symetry 0.575

Exped@tslt*{ 0.s34(3)
* Raynq (1974), a' loswig et qL (l 9t0),' *r Bish (1993).
I a[ (pmdo)rymetryquivalc positiru re idemiel
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in the structure of C2.lc muscovite (Iable 4). The eight
H-atom positions determined with the symmeory of the
H positions relaxed to Pl are fsted in Table 5 (projected
back into the asymmetric unit of the C2.lc structure).
There are eight independent H-atom positions in space
group Pl. If each of these positions is transformed back
to the.r y z position of the asymmefig rrnil of the C2lc
muscovite structure (Table 5), the H-atom positions fall
into two sets labeled Hlj and IDj (l = 1,4) in Table 5.
The average values of the x and y coordinates for each
set bracket the experimental values. The slightly greater
difference ofthe z coordinates is probably related to the
inadequate description of H bonding in the calculation
(Collins & Catlow 1991). Overall, the result is in ac-
cord with the anisotropic-displacement model of
Rothbauer (1971), in which the H-atom shows clear
evidence sf anisohopic displacement. The Pl calcula-
tion indicates this anisotropic model to be an envelope
of two positions of the split-H atom, separated by 0.44
A, in accord with Abbon et aI. (L989), who also pro-
posed two kinds of OH orientation (two H-atom posi-
tions) in the muscovite structure. The H2 position has
atomic coordinates similal to those of the single H-atom

TABI.B 4. H.ATOM C@P.DINATES* IN MUSCOWIE
(cZc), MARGARITE (Cc) AND DICKITE (Ca)

Kelc)
KqpX
A

0.39E7 0.6322 0.081s
0.3727(7) 0.@ee(4) 0.05e(2)
0.0260 4.ot77 0.021,6

position calculated with A,lc symmery constraints Cfa-
ble 5), suggesting that H2 is energetically more
favorable than Hl. Careful examination of the relative
positions of Hl and H2 indicates thatHz corresponds
to the'type-2" minimum of Abbottet al. (1989), which
is energetically more favorable than the'type-l" mini-
mum (corresponding to Hl positioD in the present
work). These remarkably similar results produced by the
two different approaches prompted experimental verifi-
cation, discussed elsewhere Q,iang et al.1998).

Margarite

In margarite, the H-atom positions occur in pairs that
are sufficiently close together that they can be repre-
sented by a split H-atom model (Joswig et al. 1983).
Reproducing such a split-atom model will be a strin-
gent test ofthe SSEM procedure, From the non-H con-
figuration of Joswig et al. (1983), assuming non-split
H-atoms that obey the Cc symmetry of the non-H atomso
SSEM calculation gave two H-atom positions (Iable 4):
Hl and H2.

The H-atom positions calculated without slmmetry
constraints (and then transformed back into the asym-
metric unit for Cc symmetry) are given in Table 6. The
space-group symmetry Cc is no longer maintained for
the H atoms. The experimentally observed split H-atom
model is reproducedo but the agreement between the
calculated and experimentally determined coordinates
is poor (Table 6). The coordinates of Hl l differ from
those of the experimentally determined equivalent,
H(l lA), by as much as 0.2 A. One of the H-atom posi-
tions that comprise Hl I (conesponding to the symme-
try operation x, -y, rl2*z) matches very closely the
observed H(lIA) position. This raises the possibility of
turther splitting of Hl 1 (to Hl 1 I alnd Hll2, Table 7).
Such spliming is in accord with the split H-atom model
of muscovite (see above). Margarite and muscovite have

TABLE 5. THE EIGIIT H.ATOM POSMONS PROJECTED BACK INTO
TIIE ASYMMETNC UNIT OF THE CZc MUSCOVTTE CELL

Symstry opqdiotr

H(124)a(sxp)a* 0.6325(9) o.34s45) 0.%eq4)

Dckite

Hl(elc) 0.449 0.581
H(llB)*(qp)** 0.439(3) 0.591(2)
ditr 0.010 !.010

H(llA)*(orp)'s 0.3663(7) 0.6ss0(s)

H2(qic) 0.566 0.386
I(l2B)*(oe)*' 0.561(a) 0.399(3)
dir. 0.005 -{.013

Hl(€lc) O.49rl O.2Ol4
Hl(qp)*** 0.479s(9) 0.1848(4)
A 0.0n6 0.0166

Il2(qlc) 0.3077 0.2s43
H4€Nr?)+{t 0.2957(8) 0.2s5E(5)
A 0.0120 -{.@15

Il3(elc) 0.297 0.9329
rB(sp)*** 0.326(l) 0.9456(s)
A -0.029 4.Otn

Ha(c€lc) 0.2690 0.5739
H4(erp)*** 0.2t91(9) 0.5813(6)
a -{.0201 -{.@74

0.107
0.098(l)
0.009

0.0620(3)

0.904
0.e0s(r)
0.001

o.1147
0. ls49(s)

4.M02

0.3615

0.3627(3)
-o.0012

0.3596
0.3s ls(4)
0.0081

0.3595
0.3605(3)

-0.0010

o.3629
0392
0.3629
0.3ffi

0.6509
0.6515
0.6509
0.6516

Hll t, t, z
H72 -x, -y, -z

HL3 tk+x, t/z+y, z
}.Il4 Urx,Wy-z

HI

Wl, -x.y,tEz

kln2 x, -y,1/,+z

ID3 Vrx, th+1t, t/rz

m4 Vz+x, t/T!, t/z+z

tD, 0.3945

fl-porition elqdated ia C2lc O.39t7

H-msition obwed*

o.3637

o3ca2
0.3642
0.3961
o.3944

0.0643
0.0442
0.0413
0.0@2

o.w2

0.0766
0.o766
0.0772
0.0765

a6tt

0.6438
0.6442
0.64.36
0.6445

0.6440

o.6322

0.a9(4)

o.o767

0.081s

0.0s9(2)
r* Rothboq (1971), a+Josig e, al (1983),
t** Bish & Johston (1993). * Rotbbus (1971).

fi7274
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x, -y, z+y2

r+Va-y+Va z+Yz

H l l

ryil4)*
difl

x , y , z

x+V4 y+V4 z

Hrz
KilB)*
ditr

0.0718

0.0991

a similar sheet-configuration except that tetrahedrally
coordinated Al and Si are ordered into different sites in
margarite, giving rise to Cc rather than C2lc symmetry.

TABI-E 6. H-ATOM FOSffiONS IN MARGARITE CAITCULATED
WTTHOUT SYMMETRY CONSTR{NTS

There is close conespondence of Hl 11 and Hl12 in
margarite to Hl and H2 in muscovile (Table 7). The
present calculations suggest further splitting, and this is
supported experimentally by the elongate-displacement
model of H(l1A), with U33 twice as large as U11 and
U22 (Joswig et aI. 1983). The coordinates of the two H-
atom positions that comprise theH2l position are very
simils 91a61" 6), although the displacement model for
H( I 2A) (J oswrg et al. I 983), which is equivalent to H2 I
in the present study, shows elongation and hence fur-
ther splining, similar to H(l1A). This splitting was not
reproduced by the calculation, probably because the
calculation was done assuming a dioctahedral configu-
ration and complete order of tetrahedrally coordinated
non-H atoms, while using a non-H atomic configura-
tion of a sample that has minor trioctahedral character
(minor Ml-site occupancy) and partial compositional
(Al, Si) disorder (Joswig et al. 1983).

Dickite

The calculated H-atom positions in space group Cc
show poor agreement with the observed values
(Table 4). The sixteen H-atom positions determined
with the symmetry relaxed to Pl (Table 8) fall into six
groups. The agreement between the calculated and the
observed Hl and H2 coordinates is improved by a fac-
tor of ten. There is also similal improvement in the
agreement between the calculated and observed coordi-
nates of H3 and H4, given that the two observed H-at-
oms correspond to the calculated H31 and H42 sites,
respectively. The results indicate that (l) instead ofrep-
resenting all four H-atoms as occupying single sites in

0.3672
0.4186

0.6633

0.6304

0.3v29
0.3663(7)
o.u266

o.439
0.438

o.439
0.43e(3)
0.000

o.ffi8 0.0854
0.6ss0(s) 0.0620(3)

-{.00E2 0.0234

0.576
0.579

0.57E
0.s91(2)

-{.013

0.104
0.103

0.104
0.0eE0)
0.006

x, -y, z+%

t+Y1-y'U4 z+%

}l2l
t(r2A)'
ditr

rJ22
II(l2B)*

ditr

0.5898

0.5903

0.5900

0.632s(e)
4.0425

0.551
0.556

o.3657
0.3668

0.9v3
o.9022

0.3662 0.W22
0.34s2(s) 0.9396\4)
0.021 4.vt74

0.425
0.419

0.t96
0.89t

0.553

0.561(4)
-{.008

0.422 0.897
0.3e(3) 0.e0s(l)
0.023 -{.008

* determined by natron diftaction (Jwig el al. 1983).

TABLE 7. SPLIT H-ATOM POSITIONS IN MARGARITE AS COMPARED TO MUSCOVTIE

Margadt€ Nfuscovite

Etlt 0.x72 0.6613
r(r1A)* 0.3663(7) 0.6550(s)
dift 0.0009 0.0083

8112 0.4t86 0.6304

Hl2 0./|l|9 0.578
r(ilB)* 0.43e(3) 0.5e1(2)
difr 0.0000 -{.013

rD11{* 0.632E 0.3367
H(12A)t 0.635(e) 0.34s2(s)

w2l2 0.5xm 0.x62
lr2't2'* 0.5814 0.3696

w22 0.5s:r 0.422
H(128){ 0.561(4) 0.39(3)
difr -0.008 0.023

0.0718 Hl 0.3656(19) 0.6s60(13) 0.0s22(10)
0.0620(3)
0.0098

o.fleel rD 0.3tt3(25) 0.6380(t7) 0.0720(ls)

0.tM
0.09r(t)
0.006

0.8282
0.e396(4)

o.9022
0.9009

0.897
0.e0s(1)

-{.008

Camgt bv the T-<remtion ftom Hl md lI2

Hl' 0.6344

H2', Q.6117

0.344 0.9478

0.3620 o.vzEo

+ fiom Joswig etd, 1983; ** \rpothetica! doived fiom the T equivald ofHlll or Hl 12. The higfilight€d
are the H-atom positions caloiarsd in margprite.
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x ,y ,z

\ -y, z+yz

x+t4-y'Vr,z+V2

HI
HIN+
difr

TABIE 8. H-POSffiONS* INDICKI'IE CArcuu-IEDWTIHPI
SYMMETRY

at 3655 cm-l is known to be due to overlapping of two
(O-H2 and O-H4, Table 9) OH strerching bandsl, but
the two weak bands at 3691 and 3717 cm-l were left
unassigned. The postulate that the H3 and H4 sites are
actually split into (H31, H32) and (H41, H42) sites ex-
plains the existence of the two additional bands. The
OH-stretching frequency is strongly bfluenced by de-
tails of H-bonding (Nakamoto et al. 1955).Lnnger H...O
distances and smaller O-H...O angles give higher
stretching-frequencies, and vice versa. Thfs relation is
mainteined in the correspondence of the H...O distances
and O-H...O angles of the four experimentally observed
H-atoms (assuming that H3 = H3l and H4:H42,Ta-
bles 8 and 9), and their assignment to the IR bands where
the above criteria are applicable.ForH32, the H...O
distance (2.15 A) is shorter and the O-H...O angle
(176")^is larger than the corresponding values of H31
(2.28 A and 144", respectively). This means that the O-
H32 stretching will give a frequency lower than that of
O-H3 I stretching (3731 cm-1),probably corresponding
to one of the weak bands at37l7 and 3691 cm-l. This is
in accord with the suggestion ofBish & Johnston (1993)
based on the large displacement-factor and anisotropy
at the H3 site in the sfucture, as refined from neufton-
diffraction data- For H4l, the H...O distance (1.96 A) is
greater, and the O-H...O angle (156") i:s smaller, than
the corresponding values of H42 (1.92 A and 167o, re-
spectively). As O-H42 gives a stretching frequency at
3655 cm-t, O-H4l should give a stretching ftequency
higher than 3655 cm-r, probably corresponding to the
369I cm-r band in the low-lemperature IR spectrum.

The large intensity of the band at 3731 cm-l is some-
what puzzling. For similal p6pulations at OH sites, the
band intensity is inversely proportional to the ftequency
(Hermansson et al. 199L, Burns & Hawthome 1994).
The population of the H3 site (H31) is similal or less
than those of Hl,H2, orH4. As the stretching frequency
of G-H3 (O-H31) is the highest in the spectrum, its
intensity should be smaller than the intensities of the
two major bands associated with HI, H2 and H4(I142}

TABLE 9. CALCU4-IED AND EGERIMENTAL IIYDROGEN
BONDS INDICKTIE

d..(A) d*o1Ay zo-n..oc) Ltffi*"Y

0.4898
o.4794
0.4900
0.47E6

0.t744
0.t803
0.t743
0.1805

0.1580
0.1669
0.1580
0.1667

0.t?74 0.1624
0.184r(4) 0.154e(s)

-0.0074 0.@75

o.4844
0.4795(9)
0.0049

\ y , z
r, -y, z+%
x+Y4y+Yr. z
rtYr, -y+Y4 z+V2

tr2
l'2r*
m.

0.3061
0.2es7(8)
0.0104

0.2552
0.2ssE(t

-0.0@6

0.3650
o.3627(3)
0.002:l

0.2952
0.3170
0.2951
0.3170

o.2605
0.253s
0.2@5
o.2465

0.3664.

0.3636
0.3@
0.3636

\ f , z
t+Ya y+la z

IB l
H3*+
G.

g -y, z+'h
x+Vr.-y+/1 z+U2

tBz

0.328
0.326(1)
o.w2

0.253
o.253

0.253

o.9340

0.E41

0.9340
0.94sqs)

-o.0166

0.928r
0.92E5

0.3588
0.3s15(4)
o.0073

o.3643
o.3@3

0.328

0.32E
0.3589

0.35EE

0.9283 0.3@3

\ ! , 2
rtV4Y+Y1z

H4l

I -y, z+%
x+t/r. -y+Y4 z+Vz

HA'

H4**
difr

o.2972
0.2rel(e)
0.00E1

0.2463
o.2462

0.5656
0.5656

0.3585
0.3585

o.2462

0.2971
o.2972

0.5656 0.3585

0.3658
0.3658

0.5802
0.5802

0.5E02 0.3658
0.s8r3(6) 0.3605(3)

-o.00ll 0.0053

r prcjeted hack into the asymetric Eit of the Cc dickite struc{rrc;
**detmined from nqrtron di&actim @ish & Jobo$o 1993).

space group Cc, two of the H atoms (H3 and H4) oc-
cupy split sites; (2) interactions between H-atoms can
be imFortant in determining equilibrium H-atom posi-
tions in the structure.

The result that there are probably six unique H-atom
positions in the dickite structure helps explain the pre-
vious apparent disagreement between diffraction and
spectroscopic results on the OH-groups in dickite. In-
frared spectroscopy shows six OH-stretching bands
(corresponding to at least six unique OH-groups) in
dickite (Farmer & Russel 1964, Johnston et aI.1990,
Joswig & Drits 1986, Prost et aI. 1989, Sen Gupta et al.
1984), whereas diffraction experiments show only four
unique H-atom positions. The strong bands at 3620,
3655 and 3731 cm-r were assigned to the four OH-
groups located by the diffraction experiments [the band

oI'32 0.9 2.15 176

oH4l 1.00 ...o2 t.% 156

oH42 l.@
0.94r

oHt 0.9
0 . .

or{2 r.@ ...o1
0.964

orBl 0.99 ...o3
0.95*

1.93 t6
t.n} rc4t

2.X t44
2.36* t4ot

3717 ?

369t ?

36551.92 t67
t.9r 166.

* dotcmined by nenrm difractioa (Biah & Johco 1993);
** Iow-t@p€rdlo FIIR loq (Bish & Joh$on 199).
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Howevero this is not the case. Further study of the
vibrational attributes is needed using Raman spectro-
scopy.

CoNcr-usroNs

Using the SSEM method, with the input of space-
group symmetry, unit-cell dimensionso and non-H
atomic coordinates, H-atom positions of the OH
group(s) in micas and clay minslals gan le located to an
accuracy of -0.10 A. Split H-atom models can be re-
produced and relative energies ofthe split positions can
also be resolved.

The H-atom position in muscovite is predicted to be
split, with the position closer to the c axis energetically
more favorable than the position closer to the basal
plane. Similar splitting is predicted for margarite. tn
addition to the diffraction-determined lsur unique H-
atom positions in dickite, two more H-atom positions
were identified in the dickite structure: the experimen-
tally determined H3 and H4 positions are split into (H3 l,
H32) and (II4I,H42) pairs, respectively. The total of
six unique H-atom positions explains the presence of
six OH-stretching bands in the vibrational spectrum of
dickite.
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